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Introduction

 x p = R ⋅ sin ϕ + x h ,

 xc = r ⋅ sin ϕ + x h ,

Human computer interaction (HCI) systems with
multi-modal interfaces use text, speech, lip reading, eye
tracking, face recognition and tracking, gesture and
handwriting recognition to interpret user intent in a user
interface environment. In a vision-based user interface,
people can interact with computers by pointing with their
eyes [1]. The direction of eye gaze expresses the intent of
user. This can be used for people with disabilities, which
cannot move a mouse or press a key on keyboard as in
command-based user interfaces. Therefore, the eye gaze of
the disabled person can be used as an input modality for
controlling the applications.
Today, video-oculography (VOG) is the most suitable
eye tracking method in HCI. The physical layout of eye
trackers differs in intrusive. Fixed (head is stabilized using
chin rest or bite bar) and head mounted (eye tracker fixed
to head) systems are more intrusive than remote systems
(eye tracker typically fixed relative to display). In remote
systems computer user works in the most natural
conditions. However, such systems require more complex
algorithms, because there is a need of head movement
compensation.
The aim of this study is to compare head movements
elimination methods.

(1)

where xh – horizontal coordinate of the head, φ – rotation
of the eye, R – radius of eye ball, r – radius of corneal
curvature. This and further formulas (2-3) are identical for
vertical coordinate.

Fig. 1. Video frame with 1st Purkinje image

The difference between pupil and corneal reflection
coordinates

x p − x c = ( R − r ) ⋅ sin ϕ

(2)

is directly proportional to the sine of eye rotation and
doesn’t depend on head movements. By using this value,
the system becomes independent to head movements.
The head movements can be calculated using
following equation:

Elimination of head movements

xh =

To provide point of intent measurement, either the
head must be fixed so that the eye’s position relative to
head and point of intent coincide, or multiple ocular
features must be measured in order to disambiguate head
movement from eye rotation. One set of such features are
coordinates of pupil center, depending on eye rotation and
head movement. The other one is corneal reflection or eye
inner corner coordinates, depending only on head
movements [2].
Corneal reflections are known as the Purkinje
reflections, or Purkinje images. The first Purkinje image is
the reflection from the front surface of the cornea, second –
reflection from rear surface of the cornea, third – reflection
from the front surface of the lens, fourth – reflection from
the rear surface of the lens. The 1st Purkinje image (Fig. 1)
has a highest intensity, so it can be easily tracked.
Horizontal coordinates of pupil center xp and corneal
reflection center xc can be written as:

xc ⋅ k − x p
k −1

,

(3)

where coefficient k = R / r is obtained from experimental
data, using least squares method (pupil center coordinates
fitted to corneal reflection coordinates).
The corneal reflection is distinguished from the
surrounding iris by brightness threshold value. The center
of corneal reflection is determined using two distinct
methods: coordinates averaging [3] and center of mass [4].
Center of mass method allows to compute the center
of 1st Purkinje image, located with accuracy of one pixel,
using following equations:
n

x0 =

∑ Bi ⋅ x i
i =1

n

∑ Bi
i =1
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,

(4)

coordinate in the region of maximum. The fitting is
evaluated in both horizontal and vertical directions. The
fitting and calculation procedure in horizontal direction are
shown on Fig. 4. Fitted polynomial roots are computed at
the level 0.9 max(r). Average of these roots is assumed as
corresponding trial subimage with subpixel accuracy.

n

y0 =

∑ Bi ⋅ yi
i =1

n

,

(5)

∑ Bi
i =1

where (xi yi) – coordinates of i-th pixel, Bi – brightness
value of i-th pixel.
For the coordinates averaging method, after scanning
in horizontal and vertical directions [3], it is desirable to
locate the edge of corneal reflection with subpixel
accuracy. In the transit region between iris and corneal
reflection pixel brightness is fitted to polynomial function
versus coordinate. The transit region is narrow, especially
in small resolution frames. So, the brightness in that region
changes not so monotonically like in the transit region
between iris and pupil. This limits the polynomial order
and may cause some additional errors. Fig. 2 illustrates the
fitting procedure after scanning in horizontal direction.

Fig. 3. Normalized correlation coefficient of trial subimages

Fig. 2. Pixel brightness fitted to polynomial function

To track the inner corner of eye, the normalized
correlation coefficient was chosen [5]. The algorithm
decides which 20 by 20 pixels subimage is closest to the
previous selected square. It examines 400 20 by 20 trial
square subimages around the location of the previous
selected square. The algorithm calculates the normalized
correlation coefficient r(s,t) for the selected subimage s
from the previous frame with each trial subimage t in the
current frame:

Fig. 4. Polynomial fitting. (--) - initial curve; (__) – approximated
curve; (o) – polynomial roots; (◊) – center coordinate

Results
The experimental video sequences were recorded
with VOG eye tracking system, developed in our
laboratory. The camera’s frame rate was set to 100 frames
per second. The subject eye was illuminated by infrared
light.
Each video sequence was analyzed with the same
pupil center detection method (coordinates averaging).
Obtained data contains both: actual pupil center coordinate
plus head movements. Elimination of head movements was
done using three different methods:
1) corneal reflection tracking with coordinates
averaging;
2) corneal reflection tracking with center of mass;
3) eye inner corner tracking with normalized
correlation coefficient.
The comparison of corneal reflection tracking by
coordinates averaging and center of mass methods can be
made by Fig. 5a). There are represented results in vertical
direction. As we can see, center of mass method has a
higher noise level.
Calculated head movements in the same interval, by
formula (3), are shown on Fig. 5 b). As we can expect,
noisy corneal reflection results, gives more noisy head
movements.

 n
r ( s, t ) =  n ⋅ ∑ s ( x i , y i ) ⋅ t ( x i , y i ) −
 i =1
n
n

1
,
− ∑ s ( xi , yi ) ⋅ ∑ t ( xi , yi )  ⋅
i =1
i =1
 σ s ⋅σ t

(6)

where n is the number of pixels in the subimage, and

n
n
σ s = n ⋅ ∑ s( x i , y i ) 2 − ( ∑ s ( x i , y i )) 2 ,

i =1
i =1

n
n

2
2
σ t = n ⋅ ∑ t ( x i , y i ) − ( ∑ t ( xi , y i )) .
i =1
i =1


(7)

The trial subimage with the highest normalized
correlation coefficient in the current frame is selected. The
normalized correlation coefficient of trial subimages is
shown on Fig. 3.
To achieve subpixel accuracy, normalized correlation
coefficient is fitted to polynomial function versus
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a)
Fig. 7. Head position. Horizontal: (--) – calculated from corneal
reflection, (--o--) – normalized correlation coefficient. Vertical:
( __) – calculated from corneal reflection, (__o__) – normalized
correlation coefficient

b)
Fig. 5. a) Vertical position of corneal reflection. b) Calculated
vertical head position; (__) – coordinates averaging method, (--) –
center of mass

It was noticed, what during a saccade, head
movements, calculated from corneal reflection, don’t
represent actual ones. Such situation is shown in Fig. 6.
Head position coordinate moves to opposite side than
saccade, while head position, obtained from normalized
correlations coefficient, remains unchanged.

Fig. 8. Normalized correlation coefficient. Low-pitched slope

in horizontal direction

a)
Fig. 6. Horizontal pupil center and head position. (--) – calculated
from corneal reflection; (… ) – normalized correlation coefficient;
(__) – pupil center

During the analysis of video frames, it was also
noticed, that horizontal head movements, calculated by
normalized correlation coefficient, in some cases repeats
the vertical ones (Fig. 7). The reason of that is low-pitched
slope of normalized correlation coefficient in horizontal
direction (Fig. 8).
After head movement’s elimination, using different
methods, the resulting eye rotations in vertical plane are
shown on Fig. 9 a) and b). The initial pupil center
coordinate is shown in dotted line in both figures.

b)
Fig. 9. The resulting eye rotation. (--) – pupil center; (__) – after
head movement elimination: a) corneal reflection with
coordinates averaging, b) eye inner corner
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Discussion

suggests that the combination of them must be further
research direction.

The analysis of results shows that head coordinates’
changes obtained from corneal reflection shifts by center of
mass method have a higher noise level than using
coordinates averaging. Resulting eye rotation, where head
compensation was done using center of mass method, will
also be nosiest.
The range over witch the direction of gaze can be
tracked using corneal reflection is limited ±12°-15°.
Further eye movement will render the 1st Purkinje image
outside the spherical part of cornea.
Tracking the eye’s inner corner, correlation
coefficient of trial subimages must have sharp slopes in
horizontal and vertical directions. In other way, results will
not represent actual ones. Sharp slopes can be achieved by
determining a suitable initial subimage, containing
characteristic features.
The noise of evaluated eye gaze is greater than for
detecting pupil center in image, independent of method
used for head movement elimination. For clinical
applications, where the accuracy is important, it is better to
use a head mounted system.
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leidžiantis pasiekti subpikselinį tikslumą. Kiti tirti metodai: ragenos atšvaito koordinačių vidurkinimo ir masių centro metodai. Žiūros
linijos registravimo triukšmas yra didesnis negu nustatant vyzdžio centro koordinates. Tai galioja, taikant visus tirtus galvos judesių
eliminavimo metodus. Nė vienas iš tirtų metodų nėra visiškai priimtinas visais atvejais. Tikėtina, kad geriausia būtų kombinuoti kelis
metodus. Il. 9, bibl. 5 (anglų kalba; santraukos lietuvių, anglų ir rusų k.).
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Video-oculography (VOG) is the most suitable eye tracking method in Human Computer Interaction. In remote systems to provide
point of regard measurement, head movement elimination must be done. During this study, the head movement elimination methods
were investigated. One of them is used in “CameraMouse” system head tracking algorithm, utilizing normalized correlation coefficient,
which allows to achieve subpixel accuracy. The noise of evaluated eye gaze is greater than initial pupil center, independent of method
used for head movement elimination. No one of examined methods is ideal and acceptable for all situations. Only the combination of
them could give better results..Ill. 9, bibl. 5 (in English; summaries in Lithuanian, English, Russian).
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Видеоокулография – эта метод измерения движений глаз, наиболее подходящий для применения в интерфейсах человеккомпьютер. В системах дистанционного измерения нужно исключить движения головы. В настоящей работе было исследовано
несколько методов исключения движений головы. Один из примененных методов – это метод нормированного коэффициента
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определении взгляда всегда больше начального шума для координат центра зрачка независимо от примененного метода для
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